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Notes of the Public Meeting 

St Michaels Church Hall 
Poplar Walk 

CROYDON CR0 1UA 
Tuesday 23 February 2016 

7pm to 9pm 

 
Present: Stephen Aselford, Elizabeth Ash (Chair), Mahbub Sadiq Bhatti (Vice Chair), Cllr Margaret Bird, Lisa Carey-
Bailey, Roy Carey-Bailey, Pauline Childs, Roger Clark (Treasurer), Mohan Singh Dhamrait, Dana Faithipour, 
Desmond Fitzgerald, Beryl Gowers, David Gowers, Catherine Graham, Zuhair Hanna, Cllr Yvette Hopley, Andy 
Hylton, Mark Johnson, Antonia Knifton, Rosa Latham, Rita Lewis, Clive Locke, Michael Osgood, Nicola Osgood, 
Sabrina, John Bosco Saldanha, Ros Spinks, Peter Staveley, Janet Stollery, Baskar Sundaram, Julia van der Vord, 
Michael van der Vord, Paul Young  

Apologies: Cllr Sara Bashford, Sheila Childs, Dr Agnelo Fernandes, Anne Giles, Jean Gulley, Maureen Levy, Linda 
Morris, Grace Onions, Alan Reynolds, Marilyn Smithies, Peter Spalding, Ernest Sweeney, Gordon Thompson, 
Anthony Waldbaum 

The first half hour was given given to set up, registration, refreshments and networking.  There was a display of 
community information available and copies to take away.  

Welcome and introductions 
The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting and introduced the committee. Particular thanks were given to 
those who helped by pre-booking. 

There were no objections to the meeting being recorded, for the purposes of note-taking, or to photos being 
taken.  All were reminded that CCC is strictly apolitical so people were asked to refrain from making party-
political comments or distributing politically aligned literature at meetings. 

Cllr Margaret Bird, councillor for Coulsdon East, and Cllr Yvette Hopley, councillor for Sanderstead were 
introduced and thanked for attending.   

The Chair outlined the format for the meeting.  Following brief notices the set agenda items would be taken first. 
The meeting would then open to accept any other items for discussion and notices from anyone present.  

Notices 
The following updates and notices were given: 

Updates from previous meetings None 
 
Notices 
 
Celebrations and Events in Croydon 
February is LGBT History Month and there are a variety of events on offer in Croydon.  The display in Central 
Library, the Rainbow Reading Group who meet this Thursday and each month, and a trail available in the 
Museum of Croydon were noted as events still to come. 
 
March 8 is International Women’s Day and the Croydon Women’s Network is organising a series of activities from 
March 1 to 8. 

Black History Month is celebrated in October.  The theme for 2016 is ‘Our Young Achievers’ which was revealed 
at a launch earlier this month to allow more time for groups, individuals and organisations to plan, organise and 
promote events. 
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To coincide with the centenary of the First World War, Whitgift School is hosting a major exhibition: Remembering 
1916: Life on The Western Front, which runs from 16 March to 31 August 2016. 

Croydon Healthwatch  
Croydon Healthwatch is offering grants to community groups who can run events to assist them reaching hard to 
reach groups. All were asked to pass the information on to anyone interested. 

Marketing Master Class for voluntary groups and charities 
Croydon Commitment and White Label are offering a Marketing Master Class on Thursday 25 February at Jurys 
Inn.  The event is open to local community groups and charities.  Booking is required via Stella at Croydon 
Commitment but the event is free. 

Master Gardeners 
Croydon Food Flagship Programme and Garden Organic are recruiting more Master Gardeners. Master 
Gardeners are volunteers who support others to grow fruit and vegetables in community gardens and at home.  
The foundation course runs over two days, on March 5 and 6. See 
https://croydoncc.wordpress.com/2016/02/11/calling-all-food-growers-in-croydon/ 

Croydon Trading Standards 
The latest Croydon Trading standards bulletin is out. Copies were made available at the meeting. A copy should 
be on display in all Croydon Libraries and a copy can be viewed and downloaded from CCC’s website on the 
link above. These bulletins contain useful information for people of all ages, including staying safe online and 
advice to keep vulnerable residents safe and protect them from being scammed. 
 
Local Policing newsletters 
The latest local policing newsletter for each ward in Croydon is posted on CCC’s website.  All were encouraged 
to sign up to receive these newsletters and occasional important updates by emailing the local policing team.  

One recent notice received was to warn residents not to leave keys close to letterboxes or other access points in 
their homes as poles are being used to hook and remove keys.  
 
Items for discussion followed, starting with two agenda items set prior to the meeting: 
 
Feedback on Engagement on Urgent Care 
Members of the Croydon Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) were introduced: Paul Young – Deputy Director 
of Commissioning, Ros Spinks – Senior Associate, Patient and Public Involvement Manager, and Antonia Knifton, 
Interim Senior Associate, Urgent Care Engagement.  

Paul Young ran through the PowerPoint presentation. Find a copy, here. 

The case for change was outlined, including a national vision for redesigning how Urgent Care services are 
accessed, and taking the opportunity to review and improve urgent care to meet local needs, now and in the 
future. The current contracts expire on 31 March 2017. 

The aim is to extend services, not reduce them, and improve accessibility. There will be a greater emphasis on 
prevention, support for self-care and clear signposting of pathways so that right care is given at the right place 
the first time thereby reducing unnecessary burden on other services e.g. A&E. 

Although the CCG cannot stipulate that urgent care services will be delivered from the current centres at Purley 
Hospital, New Addington and Edridge Road, they will be provided within these vicinities.  Services currently 
delivered through these centres will be improved and extended.  

The final options were considered, in light of the feedback over 14 months, and Option One was chosen by the 
CCG’s Governing Body on 2 February 2016 as the best option. This was the option supported by members of the 
public, patients and stakeholders during the urgent care engagement.  Option One is an Urgent Care Centre 
co-located with an Emergency Department, alongside a GP Out Of Hours service at Croydon University Hospital, 
with three GP hubs, each in the vicinity of current centres in Purley, New Addington and Edridge Road. 

The Urgent Care procurement process was explained using a timeline.  

The final specification will be arrived at based on essential elements and desirable elements with the option for 
those bidding to offer elements additional to the original specification.  The actual specification is being worked 
on, with input from service users.   
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Antonia Knifton explained the next steps.   
 
The specification was worked up on the basis of one contract, rather than the current individual contracts. 
People were actively encouraged throughout the engagement process to indicate if they wished to be involved 
in the whole process and two meetings with interested service users have been held to discuss aspects of the 
specification. The final version will be agreed and should be issued in the first week of March. The CCG will 
contact the people who attended the two patient and public meetings on 11 and 23 February with the link 
when it is available. 

The written bids will be scored on set criteria, by a panel.  Service users will be part of this process and they will be 
given training in order to equip them to engage fully. The types of criteria likely to be considered are factors such 
as location, ease of access for public transport, workforce – the mix of staffing offered, and what else is being 
offered, above and beyond the specification and any added value. 

The final shortlist will then provide what they have to offer in much greater detail and there are plans for patient 
involvement at this stage as well, ensuring service user involvement at every stage of the process. 

The need for fairness throughout the process was emphasised.  

The views and questions of those present were then invited and are summarised as follows: 
 
Q: What is a provider and who might they be?  

A: A company or organisation. The procurement process has to be followed to ensure a completely even 
playing field. Croydon CCG cannot specify who the provider will be e.g. the NHS over a private company, but 
the CCG can specify one contract. This may be one company or organisation delivering the contract or a 
number working together to deliver the contract. It is likely that a number of providers would be better placed to 
provide the services required, but this is an unknown at this point. The focus is on one contract. 

Q: How many GPs will there be at each GP hub, and, given the shortage of GPs, where will they come from? 

A: The likely scenario is that there will two GPs on duty for each hub, with nurse practitioners and reception staff 
as well. 

The GP shortage was recognised as an issue but there is already a workforce within the current structure, which 
could be TUPEed across to the new provider, and Croydon CCG have already considered this.  This would deal 
with the greater part of the workforce needed to staff the new GP hubs. 

With one contract there would be greater flexibility to move staff to cover sickness, leave and greatest need.  

The need to attract more staff to Croydon was acknowledged as a problem. The CCG had received a good 
deal of interest in the new contract though, not only from potential providers but also from healthcare 
professionals. 

Q: The consultation followed the usual pattern – the defence, the presentation, the selling of something already 
decided upon.  Whatever happened to asking us, the public, before deciding? 

A: The long process of engagement outlined demonstrated that the public had been consulted and that 
changes had been made on the basis of the feedback they have received. This involvement will continue to the 
end of the process. 

Q: What is a GP hub?   

A: A GP hub will offer 7 days a week access to GP services. GP hubs will be able to treat minor ailments and 
minor injuries.  This is more than would normally be delivered via a GP surgery. If you choose, GP hubs will also 
have access to your health records. 

Q: What does it mean for GP surgeries? 

A:  Current GP services will continue in addition to the GP hubs. 

Q: Why can’t the GP hubs be in the current service points such as at Purley Hospital? 
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A: Procurement law does not allow the CCG to stipulate the specific location.  The bidder may have a better 
option to offer.  It is up to the bidder to negotiate use of any property, including the current service points, with 
the owners of the properties if they are not the owner. Purley Hospital is owned by Croydon University Hospital. 

It was acknowledged that a strong case had been put forward by the Residents’ Associations in the south of the 
borough that a facility is needed near to if not in Purley. 

Q: When will the specification be finalised? 

A: This will be finalised and available publicly when the Croydon CCG goes out to procurement. 

Q: Having one contract means all eggs are in one basket. Isn’t this a problem and how long will the contract 
last? 

A: There will be key performance indicators (KPIs) set, to measure the performance of the contractor delivering 
the service. 

The contract is three years, with the potential to extend this to five year.  The CCG is bound by legislation so 
cannot produce contracts longer than this. There are break clauses. 

The contract will be monitored regularly, probably monthly, against KPIs. 

Examples of KPIs might be that 95% of patients with an appointment at a GP hub should be seen within 30 
minutes of the appointment time and 95% of walk in patients would be seen within two hours.   

Q: Who are the current providers? 

A:  Virgin provides the out of hours services and Urgent Care, AT Medics provides Minor Injuries and ‘The Practice’ 
provides walk in at Edridge Road. 

Q: What is the contract value? 

A: This will be released shortly.  The CCG will not be spending less than it is currently but the plan is to get more 
from the services procured. 

Q: How can the CCG use the views of only 1000 - 1300 people as an indicator of opinion of the whole of the 
borough? 

A: There are industry standards for surveys, and how they are conducted. Closed surveys achieve the greatest 
return e.g. staff surveys where all staff are emailed and told they must complete the survey.  These achieved  
~80% return rate.   

Specific surveys such as surveys completed at the end of a service being delivered, such as a survey on 
shopping experience achieve ~40% return.  

This equates to a survey return rate of 5.7% which compares favourably with expected return rates for general 
public, mixed method surveys (expected return rates falling in the range of 1 – 3% recognised as usual, return 
rates falling in the range of 3% - 20% recognised as good). 

Q: Is the procurement process being done under EU and European Law and what effect would leaving the EU 
have? 

A: EU law. If Britain did leave the EU was was thought this would not affect the procurement process as there 
would still be a transition phase and it reflects national law in any case. 

Q: The government has announced funding cuts to pharmacies, with around 3000 expected to close. What 
impact will this have on GP hubs? 

A: The CCG is aware of this, although not of such a significant expected reduction of 25%. Whatever the effect 
of the cuts, this will happen, irrespective of the way the provision for Urgent Care is delivered. The CCG would 
expect the providers tendering to have plans in place and this will be scrutinised via the tendering process. 
Having an integrated service should help mitigate the effect of cuts. 

Q: Will the CCG need to undertake the same engagement process towards the end of the new contract? 
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A: An engagement exercise on the same scale was not thought to be necessary but with a large contract it 
would be important to ensure improved service delivery. An integrated service should deliver a better service. 
The most likely thing to change is the population over the length of the contract. 

The CCG team were thanked for attending to provide an update and answer questions.  Paul Young offered 
thanks on behalf of the CCG for being provided with the opportunity to do so. 

Skanska’ Street lighting works in Croydon 
Council officers and Skanska were invited but they were not able to attend. In light of this, the councillors with 
oversight of this area, Cllr Kathy Bee and Cllr Yvette Hopley were invited.  

Thanks was given to Cllr Yvette Hopley and to Cllr Margaret Bird who had both cancelled other meetings to 
attend to hear people’s concerns, and for Cllr Hopley to provide an update. 

CCC has an assurance that Skanska and council officers are happy to respond to any questions and points 
raised.  These will be posted on the website, when received. 

Cllr Hopley, Shadow Cabinet Member for Transport & Environment, provided the following report: 

Cllr Hopley confirmed that Skanska had been keen to attend but had been placed in a difficult situation. In light 
of this, Cllr Hopley had prepared a report to ensure residents received an update. The street lighting contract is a 
PFI, undertaken jointly with Lewisham, estimated at £180m over 25 years. Croydon’s share of that is £120m  

The contract was entered into in July 2011 and during the first five years the aim is to replace approximately 
38,000 streetlights and 8,000 street signs.   

Skanska is responsible for the design, build, finance and operation of the stock of lighting columns and 
illuminated street furniture for Croydon and Lewisham for a period of 25 years.  The aim is to provide new 
improved and energy-efficient street lighting across both boroughs which aim to directly support better road 
safety, better night time environment and economy and hopefully help reduce street crime and anti-social 
behaviour. 

The infrastructure in Croydon has been somewhat more complex than in Lewisham.  70% of Croydon’s street 
lighting is connected to a dedicated system known locally as the Croydon Central System and is switched by the 
Distribution Network Operation UK Power Networks.  This was installed a considerable time ago.  Approximately 
78% of the streetlights were installed in the late 1950s and early 1960s and the columns are now around 40-50 
years old.  All new lights will be connected to the new LV mains network operated by UK Power Networks. 

A considerable amount of work has been done in some wards and there have been more difficulties in the north 
of the borough and in the central area than in the south. This is due to the Triple Concentric Cable Main, which 
has been identified in two thirds of the borough, and this is where most of the problems have arisen, slowing 
down the project.  However, performance is measured and failure to meet performance standards will result in 
financial adjustments. 

Some of the problems residents have raised are: 

Stumps  
This is unavoidable. The remaining stumps connect to the old Croydon Central System (CSS) This allows the system 
to be back-fed in the event of a section fault i.e. where a section of cable gets a fault and a large number of 
streets go out at once. Back feeding allows streets to be lit, minimising the effect of any fault.  The further the 
programme progresses the less need there is to rely on the stumps, therefore they can be removed more quickly. 
  
The design of some columns 
Some areas had heritage lighting columns and these will not be replaced, like for like. Heritage style lighting will 
only appear is places such as Surrey Street which have been identified as Street Lighting Conservation Areas.  
Most of the borough will have standard street lighting furniture which, whilst not the most attractive, is functional. 

The type of light 
The new lights emit white light as opposed to the more yellow light emitted by the old sodium lights. This cannot 
be altered. A clear white light is better directed to the road surface and pavements by the new installations. 

Light pollution 
Where light streams directly into bedrooms, for example, it is possible to fit a shield to the light to address this. 
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Positioning of columns 
The new columns are, in the main, sited close to the old columns but may be altered to give an equal amount of 
light to any road. They can be moved if they are sited somewhere dangerous, although this is generally not a 
problem.  

Damage to the verges and pavements 
Skanska is responsible for repairing any damage due to the works but not any subsequent damage caused by 
others. 

Central management 
When complete, there will be greater control of the lighting via a central unit, including being able to dim the 
lights or turn them up in areas, as required. 

Cllr Hopley was thanked for her update.  

Questions and points were taken from the floor, as follows: 

Contacting Skanska 
Skanska should provide contact details on flyers put through doors where work is being undertaken. Alternatively, 
you can contact your local councillor.  Skanska are trying to resolve problems where they occur. 

One of the issues is that the flyers delivered are standard.  This has meant that a resident received a flyer advising 
of street light replacement works in a road where street lights had all recently been replaced. The work turned 
out to relate to the replacement of only one column that was not functioning correctly. 
 
Another issue is that contact is made via head office, meaning it may take several calls to get through to the 
team dealing directly with the lighting programme for Croydon.  The Skanska team in Croydon are aware, and 
trying to get this addressed. Action: CCC to check if we can share a contact for the local team. Alternatively, 
local councillors will have a mechanism to pass concerns on quickly. 

Point: Stumps cannot just be removed until properly decommissioned. If several roads spur off another, 
decommissioning stumps in one road prematurely could then leave other roads in darkness, with associated 
problems of safety. 

Q: Why is it that Skanska did not understand the system prior to commencing work? This seems incompetent. It is 
taking years to complete. 

Point: Residents in Ampere Way, Broad Green, received notices that new lighting was going to be installed on 
several occasions stretching to over a year or more.  Still nothing has happened. Action: Resident to email CCC 
with direct concerns, which can be passed on. 

Scrutiny of the programme 
As a result of scrutiny, the lag in the delivery of the contract was picked up and more staff have been brought 
onto the project to address this and the project is now broadly running to the set timescales.  The papers for the 
Scrutiny meeting can be found here. 
 
Cllr Hopley also offered to share the details of Skanska’s progress broken down by ward. Action: Cllr Hopley 

FAQs on street lighting project 
This is on the council website and acts to respond to the most frequently asked questions. [link] 

Safety 
Issues of excavations not being properly surrounded by barriers, barriers moving to obstruct the footway and 
holes covered by large yellow plates that are not secured or placed level causing a trip hazard, were raised.  The 
plates were also known to be slippery when icy. 

Gas issues in South Norwood 
It was queried whether the rise in gas leaks may be related to the works being undertaken as part of the street 
lighting replacement programme. Action: Resident to email CCC with details. 
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Concerns and points to be raised 
All were asked to email any concerns, questions or comments relating to Skanska lighting programme so these 
could be emailed to Cllr Hopley and Skanska for a response. Action: All 

 

Comments, questions and announcements were taken from the floor, with subsequent discussions, as 
follows: 

Lack of Council representation / CCC funding 
The absence of councillors and council officers was a concern.  Council officers and councillors should be 
present, particularly the local ward councillors. 
 
In response it was made clear that council officers and the contractors were keen to attend to speak at the 
meeting and to answer questions, but had been prevented from attending. This directive was expressed as 
coming from ‘the ruling Labour administration’ and applied to Labour councillors also. 

It was understood that this was due to the Council’s stance that they are in dispute over the grant monies.  The 
difference arises over the terms of the grant. The Councils’ own paperwork makes clear that the grant was 
awarded to CCC for a programme of work in each of two years, yet the council now adopts the view that the 
funding was for just one year.  

The paperwork relating to the grant and questions CCC have posed were posted on the website as a result of a 
request at the AGM in 2015. Find them here. 

The committee ceased to use the grant monies in late 2014, when first notified, and have actively sought to 
resolve the matter since.  Rather than put all activities on hold, the committee have funded further meetings and 
activities personally, with the help of donations and membership fees received.  

The committee feel a duty to safeguard the funding for the benefit of the community and to strive to complete 
the programme of work the funding was granted to deliver for the community. 

CCC is apolitical and all councillors and any relevant bodies will continue to be invited to meetings.   

How a political party can instruct council officers, who should remain politically neutral, not to attend a meeting 
with the community, hosted by the community and funded by the community, was questioned.  This had been 
put to the council but no reply had been received. 

It was suggested that anyone who had concerns could email the cabinet member for Communities, Cllr Mark 
Watson Mark.Watson@croydon.gov.uk.  Residents are entitled to have their questions answers.  

West Croydon 
Concern was expressed at the effect of street works on the main stretch of London Road, West Croydon, 
between West Croydon station and Sumner Road. The widening of pavements had resulted in a narrowing of the 
road. This has caused increased congestion, reduced parking, no designated area for cyclists and resulted in 
gridlock on multiple occasions.  This was not an improvement. 

Croydon Flyover 
The flyover is due to be closed from 10pm to 5am from 29 February, for one week. 

Save Fairfield Campaign 
A representative from the campaign updated everyone on the campaign, which is pushing for phased 
redevelopment of the Fairfield Halls, meaning it can stay in operation throughout the majority of the 
refurbishment. The petition has raised nearly 7000 signatures and it is hoped that the issue will be debated in the 
April council meeting. The situation is frequently changing, with the latest news being that the closure may go 
ahead for refurbishment, but more was not known at this point. Planning permission has not yet been granted. 

The campaign is apolitical, although a small group have sought to mislead through claims the campaign is 
aligned to one party. People of all parties and none were represented at the protest at the Fairfield Halls. 

Many local groups and activities will be displaced if there is not a phased closure, including Croydon Symphony 
Orchestra, Youth theatre groups, the cross-borough Croydon Schools Awards, Remembrance Sunday service. 
Some of these need a large venue like the Fairfield Halls.  
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A member of the audience remarked that the other side of the argument had not been heard and this was 
agreed.  The only argument put forward was on cost of a phased redevelopment, which might cost £4-8m more 
than complete closure. The argument for closing needed to be detailed to residents. Action: CCC to seek this 
information  

There was no set reopening date advertised and there were concerns that the refurbishment might take longer 
than two years. It was of concern that the closure would mean the complete loss of the cultural and community 
offer for a protracted period.  

The need for refurbishment was not being debated by anybody.  

Big names and better marketing were also considered desirable to promote Fairfield. 

There was concern about the extensive development, relying on the need to build and sell off a number of 
apartments on the site to pay for the project, and, as mentioned in a previous meeting, meaning a smaller 
footprint for Croydon College with no room to expand. 

It was noted that The Fairfield Halls is the sister building to the Royal Festival Hall and highly regarded structurally 
and acoustically. The closure could blight the future as big names are booked years in advance. Closure stops 
this in its tracks. It will be costly to re-launch when the Fairfield Halls re-opens. There is also the cost of cancelling 
acts and bookings already in place after July 2016. 

To find out more about the campaign see Save Our Fairfield.  

Croydon Master Gardeners 
Catherine Graham was welcomed to the meeting. The group are training volunteers to act as ‘Master 
Gardeners’ supporting people in the local community to grow their own food. The next foundation training is a 
two-day course on 5 and 6 March. Catherine will attend a future meeting to explain the scheme more fully, and 
more details will be added to CCC’s website. Find the initial details, here. 

Conclusion 
The Chair drew the meeting to a close, apologising for the delayed start due to not having access to the hall at 
the agreed time. 
 
It was explained that notes of meeting were produced.  These would be circulated to the invited speakers first, 
and then all attending for comment prior to finalising them for publication. All were asked not to circulate the 
draft notes. 

The meeting usually includes more time to discuss a wider range of topics. 

Donations to support the work of CCC were welcomed and details of membership were made available.  

Next meeting 
The next meeting is being planned. Details shortly. 

Meeting closed 9.25pm 

 
Email:	CroydonNeighbourhoods@gmail.com  
Website:	CCC website 
Find us on Twitter @CroydonNbrhoods  
Find us on Facebook 
Eventbrite: http://croydoncc.eventbrite.co.uk/ 

 

 

 

 


